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This book is dedicated to my brother, Jim, who lived
service management on the front lines.
Looking back at Jim’s professional life, he was one of
the best T-shaped professionals I have ever known. He
could collaborate across disciplines (the horizontal)
and had deep technical expertise (the vertical) as well.
He pioneered being ‘T-shaped’.
To say that Jim was part of my journey to service
management excellence is a huge understatement --he had more hands-on experience ‘in the technical
trenches’ than I will ever have, and I’ll miss him
terribly until we meet again in heaven.
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PREFACE
This book was written during a time of significant disruption, both for me personally
and for millions of people. In many respects it’s turned out to be narrative therapy for
me and for that I make no apologies.
In any case, I feel better having written it.
It’s both a memoir and an essay on what I have been calling a savage journey on the
road to IT service management excellence; because anyone who’s tried ‘process
improvement’ knows that this is an endless, uphill roll.
And if you’re like many, this hill seems to get steeper every year.
No mention of specific customers or past client engagements have been provided; this is
not a book that’s attempting to sell you anything. In fact, the Unified Service
Management Method (USM) is basically free for the takingi.
While it may help if the reader has some background in IT service management, it isn’t
required. The USM principles apply to the management of any service, not just IT
services.
However, if you’re on a similar path as I’ve been you may find some of these
experiences familiar.

INTRODUCTION
Two decades of applying best practice frameworks while business and technology have
continued to accelerate has resulted in a complexity that is unmanageable. As IT and
the business struggle with transformational change, attempts to automate their way out
of these problems can make this complexity even worse.
The shift to enterprise service management and the desire to achieve customer-driven
levels of maturity will continue to be stifled unless this complexity is addressed.
Customers need a way to continue to leverage existing and emerging best practice
frameworks, but they must also simplify service management to meet the needs of the
digital future.
Having spent more than half of my 40+ year IT career dedicated to service
management, I wanted to look back on what I have learned (or think I’ve learned) and
see what I could do to help others with the long, uphill push.
USM introduces some new thinking around service management.
Leveraging the non-profit SURVUZ Foundation’s Unified Service Management
Method (USM Method), while continuing to use industry best practices, service
providers can establish a service management system with five processes and eight
workflows for any service organization.
Of course, challenges with people will continue to play a role in the transformational
change organizations seek. Even the simplest approaches can be thwarted by cultural
hurdles. If I’ve learned anything along the savage journey it’s that people are often
what’s needed to change and having a process for dealing with cultural hurdles
remains a critical success factor.
And any journey to transformational change begins by looking in the mirror. The
realities of today’s organizational disruption demand Conscious Change Leadership.
At this stage of my life, I am not interested in building a huge consulting practice. I
understand how difficult the long uphill push can be and just want to help while I still
can.
For me, that’s the road ahead.


Part 1 –
I look back at how my journey began and quickly take you through two decades, from
the 80’s up to September 11th, 2001. Most of these early years were spent learning about
customer relationship management and people. Right at the end of the decade I was
introduced to two things that would shape the next 20 years (besides 9/11); technology
monitoring and service level management.

Part 2 –
This section covers the majority of what I would come to call my ‘savage journey’ to IT
service management. This is when I became immersed in best practice, initially
launched MyServiceMonitor and was both a service management evangelist and a fool
with a tool. It ends with the loss of my brother.

Part 3 –
This completes the narrative therapy and starts me anew.
It introduces some new thinking around service management, specifically the Unified
Service Management Method (USM Method). This part provides simple, cost-effective
tips on how to leverage the USM Method with popular industry guidance to get your
service management program in control without breaking the bank.
I’ll show you how you can leverage the non-profit SURVUZ Foundation’s Unified
Service Management Method (USM Method) along with Conscious Change Leadership
to find the heart of service management.

CHAPTER 1 –
In which the savage journey begins
“When you see someone putting on his Big Boots, you can be
pretty sure that an Adventure is going to happen.”
—Winnie the Pooh

Author’s Note:
As a Baby Boomer, my childhood was definitely a face-to-face experience.
Even today I am lucky enough to have friends I grew up with as a kid
more than 50 years ago.
I’m a child of the 70’s, and we thought Hunter Thompson’s Fear and
Loathing in Las Vegas: A Savage Journey to the Heart of the American
Dream was hilarious. The Gonzo journalism he practiced blended
fantasy with journalism, so you never really knew what was true and
what wasn’t.
That was a time of Nixon and impeachment, of protests and anti-war
movements. A wild ride.
Having come of age during this period, and as I began to learn about the
nature of the ‘continuous improvement beast’, I would often wonder if
we were really victims of some kind of Gonzo journalism masked in
scientific theory. Some things never change.
The 1980’s were a time of client-server computing, the ‘Miracle on Ice’,
the breakup of AT&T, and the falling of the Berlin Wall. The 90’s began
business process management (BPM) fever, AOL Instant Messenger,
and the establishment of Google in 1998 (along with the Monica
Lewinsky scandal).
So, As I begin writing (and re-writing) this text, I wonder what role this
will play in the rest of my journey and whether I’ll regret (or have the
courage) to write what I feel. Truth is, we still have a delete key so
unless you get access to prior versions -- God help me –
you’ll never know.

The Nature of the Beast
No matter how old you are, when you begin to learn about ‘quality’ and ‘improvement’
you find that there is a LOT of information available, and much of it is based on those
who came before.
Some of these people have been pushing the improvement ball uphill for a very long
time...others not so much.
For example, Walter Shewhart was an American physicist, engineer, and statistician,
sometimes known as the father of statistical quality control and also related to the
Shewhart cycle, originally developed in 1939, evolved later by W. Edward Deming, and
again by Japanese executivesii.

Figure 1 - Evolution of the scientific method iii

So, even Deming spent a great deal of time copying Shewhart's ideas and devising ways
to present them in his own way. Students of continuous improvement are therefore
students of history to some degree.
There have been multiple instances where one ‘expert’ or another took something,
‘improved it’, and re-published it as new thinking. This sometimes creates friction
between authors and confusion around who exactly is an ‘authoritative source’.
This is the nature of the beast.
I’ve made every effort to provide links and endnotes, so you know the source of my
information good or bad.

You can make up your own mind.
What’s different with the ‘nature of the beast’ today is the speed and ease of which
improvements to proven techniques can be duplicated --- and monetized --- by the
community. Food for thought as you race along the digital turning point and its
related disruption.

A Bunch of Fun Begins
For me the seeds of service management were planted almost a half a century ago,
having begun my career with one of the BUNCHiv —- in my case, the Burroughs
Corporation.
These were the days before the world-wide-web. An age where fax machines, email,
and digital cameras were state-of-the-art. The Burroughs reps used to carry a financial
calculator to customer sites for demos that were bigger and heavier than today’s
laptops.
What I remember most about this experience was that Burroughs sold to the
technologists (we have the best operating system!) and IBM sold to the business executives
(we have the best business applications!). For the most part the guys in suits and ties
knocked the snot out of the guys in the white coats, and this was an early and painful
lesson.
It’s always been the business that drives the bus and today, it’s really the customer
that calls the shots.
This planted the seeds for what was to become a savage journey on a road to IT service
management excellence. Being younger at the time I could have cared less; I had a Pooh
Bear like existence and was oblivious to what lie ahead.
And so, my first decade in information technology — ‘IT’ as it were— was spent
learning sales which really meant learning about people. After what would become two
decades managing customer relationships, I’ve always come back to one of the very
first books I was given when I started:

“I will greet this day with love in my heart. I will persist until I
succeed, and so long as I can laugh never will I be poor. Wealth should
never be your goal in life. True wealth is of the heart, not of the purse.”
– Og Mandino, The Greatest Salesman in the World
What followed was another decade of working with customers, starting with AT&T
Paradyne --- who had just been acquired by AT&T after being accused of faking a
computer demonstration for federal officials to win the contractv.
Unable to produce its own equipment in time, the company used machinery made by
another firm but presented the machinery as its own for the demonstration (I guess the
Feds didn’t see the humor in that). Another early lesson: it’s a slippery slope between
cutting corners and lying, and that’s what gives salespeople a bad reputation.
Customers have a very long memory.
Paradyne’s new president (a former IBM executive), negotiated the sale to AT&T, and
one of the things I still remember is a card he gave every employee that had a quality
pyramid on one side and our values written on the back (see Figure 2).
Paradyne’s management team ... wanted to be recognized as a leader for quality and in customer
satisfaction. All the team members would carry Values cards which exhibited the customer focus
and quality.
The company started focusing on continuous improvements practices and rolled out programs
that was a model of cooperative Customer-Supplier relations.
The company started Customer Satisfaction Predictors as indicators of critical business process.
These charts were displayed on the walls in their world-wide facility showing monthly results,
along with target and future goals.

Figure 2 - I am responsible for quality

Now I’m not sure how much difference this made, but we sure learned not to attend a
meeting with the CEO without that Values card, so I suppose we were ‘serious’ about
process.
Perhaps the one thing the card impressed on me was that ‘process’ is completely useless
without people’s buy-in.
There’s a huge difference between sincere buy-in and lip service, and many people will
just blow smoke up your ass and use ‘process’ as a great hiding place and an excellent
way to make excuses.
Just bringing your values card to the meeting is not enough.
AT&T had recently gone through the breakup of the Bell System and had also acquired
NCR (another BUNCH company). There were so many huge business units competing
for customer mindshare I got involved in a ‘OneAT&T’ initiative which was supposed
to create a single face for customers.

This experience included shared expectation workshops, which were much like the
dialog mappingvi I would come to see years later.
Unfortunately, at the peak of our efforts another round of divestiture took place. In fact,
we had all the AT&T business units on display at the Liberty Science Center for a
‘OneAT&T’ trade show when management basically pulled the plug.
It was another of many exposures I would have of big corporate deck-chair shuffling,
and all the twisted behaviors that it spawns. At the time it was a view inside the
enterprise I never had— up until then I was focused on external customers.
That initial exposure to Total Quality Management (TQM) began a fascination with this
subject, and I would constantly find that there are always new ideas, new approaches
and new methods.
Continuous learning is the most critical element of continuous improvement.
Other than the USM Method, this book is not necessarily full of new ideas, and I
certainly don’t claim it to be original thought. It does, however, mix some lessons from
the past while presenting some new ways of thinking via The USM Method.
Many time-tested techniques are as valid today as they were 10, 20 even 30 years ago or
more. But there continues to be new thinking as well, and this is what keeps the greyhaired (or no-haired) folks like me still engaged.
Even with the frustration that often comes with constantly rolling that ball uphill,
process improvement is like exercise --- it’s essential for organizations to stay
healthy.
Part of the excitement around the USM Method for me is that it enables a fresh
perspective without having to throw out what we’ve already learned.
This can give new life to some old thinking.

Lost in Space as a Service Level Manager

The shift from Sales to service management was subtle. I didn’t realize it at the time, but
I was essentially a Service Level Manager as I was working for a satellite-based
communications service provider. These services had all kinds of complexities; onpremises satellite dishes, the need for in-country contacts, complex provisioning
processes which all had to be coordinated while attempting to meet service levels.
To give you an idea of how ‘complex’ this could get, I recall a meeting where we were
discussing how we were going to implement and assure a particular installation. It
seemed that the only way we could reach the ideal location was to carry the equipment
up a mountain on a yak. Now I was pretty sure a yak was some kind of cow, but I was
absolutely certain it wasn’t a brand of truck.
Not the kind of complexities I was accustomed to.
The blending of business relationship management and service level management was
a particularly strange mix. It was full of Jekyll and Hyde; one minute we’re squeezing to
negotiate a contract (win the deal!) and the next we’re dancing around service level
commitments (we can’t assure the yak won’t damage our equipment!).
As I look back on this experience I was truly lost in space; not only did I have only a
rudimentary knowledge of satellite communication systems I had virtually no
experience as a service level manager. I also commuted every week from NJ to
Washington, DC which didn’t help much either.
A particularly savage part of the journey, but I enjoyed the people I was working with,
and it was a learning experience I did not forget.
Even – perhaps especially --- when you’re in over your head (or lost in space),
opportunities to learn abound.

The Savage Journey gets its Roots
Right before I started formal training around service management, eventually becoming
an ITIL Expert, I was exposed to the world of IT performance monitoring. I was
responsible for selling an appliance-based ‘root-cause’ analysis product that isolated
network performance issues.
This was in 2000, --- a decade before Marc Andreessen would publish his 2011 article in
the Wall Street Journal, ‘Software is eating the world’.
This experience with root-cause analysis technology would introduce me to the world
of IT monitoring and wind up playing a particularly important, and often frustrating,
role in the savage journey for me.
But then suddenly the world changed...

Everything Changes: September 11, 2001
Like thousands of others, he was on the long commute from NJ and had just left the
Trade Center Tower after taking the PATH train to New York.
As he headed out of the building, he noticed people running….in fact, a guy bumped
into him, and he dropped his cell phone. Then a car went over a curb, and he looked up
along with everyone else and saw that a plane had hit the building…
Figuring it was just another day in NY he continued to his office at 55 Water Street,
although today he found himself running. As he was going up the elevator someone
asked him, “what’s that on your head?” He reached up and found a piece of insulation
that must have dropped from the building.
He and his coworkers quickly found out that there was something going on, but they
weren’t sure what….at some point they found themselves watching from his boss’
office looking at the towers.

People were getting a bit nervous, but security would not let anyone out of the
building. Then they saw the first Tower fall from his boss’ office, and it was basically
’the hell with security, we’re getting outta here!’
He found his way to the East River with a crowd of other people and a guy on a boat
asked him, “where do ya gotta go?”, to which he replied, “Jersey…” to which the man
responded, “get on…”. So, there he was, right on the bow of what he thought was a
tugboat of some kind.
It was windy and waves were splashing up getting the legs of his suit wet. He looked
up in the sky and saw smoke everywhere, jets doing fly-bys --- basically a war zone.
He eventually found his way back home by walking from Jersey City to Hoboken and
catching a bus.
I can still visualize my brother on the bow of a tugboat on the East River--- like
Washington crossing the Delaware --- on that terrible day.

Early Lessons
Continuous improvement depends on paying it forward. Students of continuous
improvement are students of history to some degree. Understand the nature of the
continuous improvement beast and strive to learn the whole truth. You cannot
understand the nature of the improvement beast without learning and re-thinking
about past efforts.
It’s easy to get buried into the details of IT or business value, but remember that results,
as Peter Drucker points out, are always outside an organization. Remember also that
customers tend to know when you’re untruthful, and they won’t forget.
When participating in continuous improvement efforts, it’s important to understand
who’s really in the boat with you (you can’t roll the ball uphill alone). Organizational and
personal improvement is hard work, but the more you do it the stronger you get.
Sometimes the most difficult situations provide us the greatest opportunities to learn,
even when we are not successful.
•

CONTINUOUS LEARNING IS THE MOST CRITICAL ELEMENT OF
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

•

EVEN WITH THE FRUSTRATION THAT OFTEN COMES WITH CONSTANTLY
ROLLING THAT BALL UPHILL, PROCESS IMPROVEMENT IS LIKE
EXERCISE --- IT’S ESSENTIAL IN ORDER FOR ORGANIZATIONS TO STAY
HEALTHY

•

EVEN – PERHAPS ESPECIALLY --- WHEN YOU’RE IN OVER YOUR HEAD
(OR LOST IN SPACE), OPPORTUNITIES TO LEARN ABOUND

•

JUST BRINGING YOUR VALUES CARD TO THE MEETING IS NOT ENOUGH

•

IT’S ALWAYS BEEN THE BUSINESS THAT DRIVES THE BUS AND TODAY,
IT’S REALLY THE CUSTOMER THAT CALLS THE SHOTs

•

CUSTOMERS HAVE A VERY LONG MEMORY

•

WHAT’S DIFFERENT WITH THE ‘NATURE OF THE BEAST’ TODAY IS THE
SPEED AND EASE OF WHICH ‘IMPROVEMENTS’ TO PROVEN TECHNIQUES
CAN BE DUPLICATED --- AND MONETIZED --- BY ‘THE COMMUNITY’

CHAPTER 2 –
In which I become a fool with a tool
“Could be worse. Not sure how, but it could be.”
—Eeyore

Author’s note:
Still hung over from 9/11, by 2002 the dot-com bubble burst. While I
didn’t know it at the time, this was a significant turning point and is
where my journey to service management began in earnest.
MyServiceMonitor was born, and the next two decades would find me
on a long and winding road shifting between IT service management
and IT performance monitoring. I went on a certification binge and was
preaching the best practice gospel everywhere I could.
The pace and amount of change during this period was incredible. We
we’re on our way past client-server computing to n-tier infrastructures,
virtualized data centers and 20 years later movements like DevOps, AI,
machine learning, cloud native computing and customer experience
were in high gear.
This was a time of Sarbanes-Oxley, ISO 20000, ITIL v3 and v4, AWS
launching IaaS, EMC acquiring VMware, Dell acquiring EMC, samesex marriage, Surveillance Capitalism / Cambridge Analytica, Twitter
suspending an ex-President’s account, a global pandemic and war in
Europe.
By the end of Part 2 The shift from operational excellence to service
excellence and now customer excellence is happening at a frantic pace.
While ‘legacy’ application architectures stubbornly persist, cloud
computing is part of ‘the new normal’ (along with Work From HomeWFH – due to the global pandemic).
This period ended much like it began, and like before, started me on a
new path.

MyServiceMonitor is Born
After 9/11, I started working as a Service Manager for a regional managed service
provider (MSP). A friend from my days selling that appliance-based root-cause analysis
product, called me and claimed that he had found some software that “detected
performance events at every layer of the stack, across different tiers (network, web, database,
application, etc.), and automatically isolated the root-cause”.
This was just as n-tier architectures were emerging, and so I had to take a look.
So naturally I got a hold of brother Jim and asked his opinion to see if my buddy was
full of shit or not, and in fact he wasn’t. While there are other tools today that leverage
what we now know as AIOps (thanks to Gartner), in 2002 this was unheard of.
This began a long and sordid chapter on the savage journey to IT service management
excellence with eG Innovations and never-ending conversations with my little brother.
The MSP I was working for was acquired by a much larger firm. I was formally
introduced to the ITIL framework by one of their consultants from the Netherlands and
was immediately fascinated.
After two decades managing customer relationships I could relate to the concept of a
service, and it also helped me to understand some of the challenges faced by IT
operations.
So, I had already been exposed to performance monitoring and ‘root-cause analysis’
when I began formal ITIL certification instruction due to the good graces of my now
former employer, who funded my ITIL training as I left the company.
After using COBIT to assist them with a SAS-70 audit as I left the organization, I was
formally certified as an ITL v2 Expert, and later ITIL v3 as well. This is when I met my
ITSM Academy family, as we both obtained our ITIL Expert Certificates, and I
eventually joined them as an ITIL Instructor.
This is when MyServiceMonitor was born. Hard to believe that was almost twenty
years ago.

After a healthy dose of ITIL and a fascination with unified performance monitoring, I
had a UREKA! moment. All I had to do was define IT services (I could start with just
one), instrument them end-to-end with eG Enterprise, and --- combined with
MyServiceMonitor’s ITSM On-RampSM Services --- we could align cycles of monitoring
instrumentation with the customers ITIL road map (CSIP).
I set out to help customers ‘adopt and adapt’ ITIL-based service management processes
(which we would later learn were really practices) and leverage a unified performance
monitor that was specifically architected for monitoring the end-to-end performance of
n-tier IT ecosystems.
This was unique at the time, and that’s how MyServiceMonitor, LLC was born.

Of course, things are never that simple and the journey was about to get particularly
savage.

Drinking the ITIL and Best Practice Frameworks Kool-Aid
If you’re already involved in service management, unless you’ve been living under a
rock you should be familiar with the IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL). What’s important
to understand from the perspective of this book is that ITIL is a practice framework (the
USM Portal discusses this subject at length).
Practices are ways to perform a task in an actual situation. The ITIL practice framework
provides a structured set of guidance on a very broad range of IT activities and tasks,
which customers basically try to duplicate.
If you’re NOT familiar with ITIL, don’t panic. Just understand it was originally
positioned as process oriented (i.e., input > process > output) but many years later
acknowledged that the scope had expanded to include people and technology as well.

In fact, there are a great many practice frameworks from industry-specific frameworks
such as APQC’s Industry-Specific Process Classification Frameworks (more on this
later), to control frameworks such as COBIT to agile development frameworks such as
SCRUM, SAFe and many others.
Even within service management there are other frameworks besides ITIL such as MOF,
eTOM, BiSL and more. But ITIL had become the most popular framework for service
management.
So, I was training and consulting around ITIL and service management, helping
customers ‘adopt and adapt’ ITIL-based processes. But, as anyone who has attempted to
establish ITIL ‘best practice’ in an organization knows, this is not as easy as it sounds.
In fact, even ‘pure process’ fanatics such as the American Productivity & Quality Center
(APQC) had (and still have) a very broad view of process.
So, let’s get our arms around the word, process.
Thinking differently is part of improving; things are not always how they seem.

Processes and Workstreams
One of the White Papers I read that really helped me understand the ongoing
frustration with processes—business or IT processes—was The Difficult Process of
Identifying Processes: Why It Isn’t as Easy as It Sounds by Fred Nickols.
What I liked about this paper was that it clarified for me that any process analysis must
be based on agreed process boundaries. It began a fascination for me about how
different stakeholders-- even when we appear to be agreeing on these boundaries--- can
really be on different pages.

Figure 3 - Process boundaries

While I found best practice guidance like ITIL and others (i.e., COBIT, et al) helped me
to think I understood process boundaries, I quickly learned it wasn’t all that simple.
Picture yourself standing by the side of a shallow stream. In your hands are two stakes. You wade out
into the stream and drive one stake into the bed of the stream. You say to yourself, "The process starts
(or ends) here."
Now, you wade downstream (or upstream) 50 feet or so and drive the second stake into the bed of the
stream, saying to yourself, "The process ends (or starts) here."
You’re not fooled, are you? The process does not start nor end where you’ve driven the stakes into the
streambed. At best, you have marked a portion of the stream for study or manipulation or some other
purpose.
The same is true when you "drive stakes" into the streambed of organizational activity as a way of
defining business processes...

- Fred Nickols, The Difficult Process of identifying processes

What can also complicate how we view and understand processes is the concept of
process depth or level. The APQC Process Classification Framework (PCF) helped by
offering guidance in this area. Basically the ‘process river’ had different ‘depths’ of
process as well.
These ‘depths’ of process boundaries are also important to having a productive dialog
about process improvement. APQC’s PCF can help an organization with these
challenges (see Figure 4).

Figure 4 - Process depth

The headlong rush into artificial intelligence and automation takes this a step even
further.
Another aspect of process is its adaptability to change. Many streams of related activity
are highly predictable and repeatable. Others are more variable and unique.
The promise of adaptive case management suggests that these streams of related
activity are literally created and acted upon by knowledge workers as they work. While
repetitive tasks have traditionally been the targets of automation, technologies like AI
can rapidly adapt work-streams.
Adding to the complexity of process analysis is the fact that these streams of related
activity involve people, and people work at different places on the ‘river’, at different
depths and will have different opinions on what can (and should) be ‘standard process’
versus which should be ‘adapted’. vii

Figure 5 - Process adaptation

Although the individual chapters/elements of ITIL were always referred to as processes
in the first three versions [of ITIL], the descriptions were entirely in the form of best
practices. It was only in ITIL 4 (2019) that it was established that everything which in
previous versions was described as a process was in fact a documented practice, i.e., a
description of applied, practical things to do. viii
Organizations are heavily invested in frameworks and standards such as ITIL, COBIT,
ISO2000 and many others. An effective service management system will enable these
and other bodies of knowledge to be leveraged when appropriate.
The reality has been that the various practice frameworks like ITIL tend to provide so
much guidance that it’s very easy to get lost (See Figure 6).
This is where some new thinking along the lines of the USM Method can help.

Figure 6 - Practice Frameworks

Author’s note:
I suppose it’s no wonder why we heard things like, ‘eat the elephant in
small bites’; the practice frameworks combined everything and everyone.
We had endless flow charts with swim lanes, diagrams pointing to tools
and artifacts of all kinds.
Getting lost in the weeds was easy.

The Customer Expectation Management Method (CEMM)
After years of binge-drinking the ITIL Kool-Aid, I was training and consulting as the
first iteration of MyServiceMonitor. I had mixed other best practices into what became a
cocktail of frameworks, and I had all the ‘jewelry’ one might expect (ITIL, CISA, PMP,
ISO20K, et al).
One of the early frustrations I had with the ITIL framework was its heavy focus on IT.
While ITIL v3 shifted the focus from technology to services, many organizations did not
even reach outside the enterprise when defining IT services.
I found this incredibly frustrating, and it eventually led me to outside-in thinking.

Results, as Peter Drucker points out, are always outside an
organization

Figure 7 - Outcomes and business results

This is when I met Terry Schurter and Don Smith during the early MyServiceMonitor
days and was introduced to the Customer Expectation Management Method (CEMM).
Fascinating stuff about eliminating moments of truth, business rules and break points--along with tools to help define successful customer outcomes from an external
customer’s perspective.

CEMM’s concepts such as Successful Customer Outcomes (SCO), Break Points (BP),
Business Rules (BR) and Moments of Truth (MOT) leverage many proven techniques
from the TQM movement.
In Figure 8, the red indicates moments of truth (MOT) which is anywhere the customer
touches the business process or the business process touches the customer.
These ‘CEMM level 1’ processes are usually very closely aligned to business
capabilities. The customer journey mapping and value stream mapping popular today
capture these flows--- which could represent a customer journey (service) or a segment
of the ‘process river’.

Figure 8 - CEMM process view

Many ITIL practice activities and tasks tended to be at much lower levels (3/4) and
often did not even touch external customers. But could CEMM be helpful in ‘connecting
the dots’ between IT and the business?
Finally, I thought I had found a way to have the business drive the ITSM bus, and
wound up writing a Pocket Book, Establishing a Business Lane for your ITIL Road
Map based on CEMM.
I quickly learned that BPM and ITSM did not necessarily mix.

Despite all the talk about services and culture change, IT and the business were still
very much in separate worlds.

Author’s note:
This experience with BPM would continue to haunt me and get even
more savage as I attempted to help customers with Unified Performance
Monitoring.

Process and Organizational Maturity
Even though ITIL defined a practice framework, the world was still hung over from
years of process improvement and business process management (BPM). It didn’t
matter whether it was CEMM, Six Sigma or some other BPM initiative--- we were still in
love with process (while in fact we had expanded way beyond process -- we were really
studying practices).
So, it’s not surprising that I wound up becoming a TIPA Lead Assessor, doing process
assessments with ThirdSky (who would become part of VMware).
TIPA is an internationally recognized framework for IT process assessment.ix TIPA for
ITIL® successfully combined the well-known process-assessment standard, ISO/IEC
15504-33000, with IT Service Management best practices described in ITIL.
In standards-based process assessment at that time, the high-level activities associated
with a process are called Base Practices. The Base Practices map to the process objectives
and expected outputs/results of implementing the process and are different for each
process.
Process capability is about how well the organization performs these Base Practices.
Process maturity is more about how well an organization addresses what are called
Generic Practices. These Generic Practices apply to all processes and impact an
organization’s ability to deliver on the process(es) Base Practices effectively and
consistently.

Figure 9 - Process capability and organizational maturity

The process attributes associated with Generic Practices used to measure process
maturity are illustrated in Figure 9. It’s important to understand that you cannot ‘skip’
levels, all attributes of a level must be fully or largely achieved to reach that level, and
all attributes of the preceding level must be fully achieved.

Figure 10 - Accelerating change and organizational maturity

If you buy into standards-based approaches to organizational maturity, it’s easy to see
why we’re constantly rolling the improvement ball uphill (or we should be). Change is
accelerating at both higher levels (business model changes, etc.) and at lower levels
(robotic process automation, etc.).
Now ask yourself this question... “How many Base Processes do I think I can get (and keep)
under control?”
If you’re honest, this number can be counted on one hand and it’s certainly NOT 34!

Since today the customer is calling the shots, we need an approach to measuring
‘maturity’ that’s much more closely aligned to customers.

Author’s note:
This was in 2012 and since then the ISO standards have made
significant changes to assessment of ‘maturity’. In fact, I would come to
find out that ISO has made kind of a mess with service management.x
While independent assessments can be a valuable tool, they are most
effective when combined with a commitment to developing a selfassessment capability.
I have a particularly vivid flashback of a process assessment we did
(there were always 2 assessors) and the night before I had watched the
movie ‘Office Space’. One of the stakeholders said during the interview,
‘Hey, you guys look like Bob & Bob!’ (See the videoxi).
True story. I had trouble keeping myself from laughing during the rest
of the days’ interviews...
...and I’m still laughing about it to this day.

Bowling (and Blogging) Alone
From the MyServiceMonitor Blog – 2007
The problem with Change, Configuration and CMDB implementations is they do not
really enable a real-time connection between IT staff, and between IT and the business,
which tends to perpetuate vicious cycles of tribal warfare.
“When people lack connection to others, they are unable to test the
veracity of their own views, whether in the give or take of casual
conversation or in more formal deliberation. Without such an
opportunity, people are more likely to be swayed by their worse
impulses….”
- Robert Putnam (2000) Bowling Alone: The collapse and revival of American
community, New York: Simon and Schuster: 288-290
In the book Bowling Alone, by Robert Putnam, “Putnam warns that our stock of social
capital - the very fabric of our connections with each other, has plummeted, impoverishing our
lives and communities … we sign fewer petitions, belong to fewer organizations that meet,
know our neighbors less, meet with friends less frequently, and even socialize with our families
less often. We're even bowling alone.”
When looking to embark on a ‘quality journey’, remember at the end of the day it’s the
people --- and that intricate social network of commitments – that are often the ‘current
state process’ and that people may fiercely protect this tribal knowledge.
Getting your IT staff to achieve the paradigm shift to a services orientation is going to
require people skills more than anything else, and your selection of tools --- particularly
early in the journey --- can significantly impact how people react to the implementation
of IT service management.
Stakeholders & Services targeting is a fundamental best practice that is often ignored or
skipped as customers try and “accelerate” implementation. This often means the
implementation of ITIL considers the business from afar, rather than part of a crossfunctional team.

While this may provide an easier path to get the ball rolling, at some point the business
had better become part of the team. Process and commitment-based stakeholder
analysis leveraging both business and IT tracks can ensure that all stakeholders are
included, and services are understood from the customer’s perspective.
Starting with the end in mind assumes IT truly understands the business process, when
sometimes that process is not that well understood even by the business! It also drives
participatory decision techniques, which are successful more than 80% of the time. xii

Figure 11 - Decision techniques

Herding Cats with the IT Skeptic
Comment Submitted by John Worthingto... on Fri, 2008-08-22 14:39.
Stop Herding Cats
Traditional monitoring solutions reflect traditional organizational structures,
specializing on technical domains. Unfortunately, measuring end-user experience is
only half the solution; when IT sucks it is critical to understand WHY as quickly as
possible. This lack of monitoring intelligence results in what I refer to in a recent White
Paper as The Event Management Gap.
The focus on workflow automation (Change, Incident, Request, etc.) and establishing
cross-functional processes seems a bit like herding cats to me, especially when you
consider that the basic monitoring infrastructure is so out of touch with the new
paradigm we seek. The tribal culture of most IT organizations, along with the lack of
real capability by the leading management players contribute to this mess.
So, do you need to monitor end-user experience? Absolutely! Every business has vital
business functions that are often expressed in terms of transactions -- whether they be
desktop based, web based, queries, batch jobs, etc. --- find out what these are and watch
them.
More importantly, as your service infrastructure evolves to an n-tier, virtualized mess,
make sure you have intelligence built into your monitor. There's nothing worse than
knowing things are not performing well but not knowing why. Personally, I do not
think the legacy vendors are the best place to look for this new breed of solution. Since
some of the big gorillas have been mentioned I'll say I tend to favor a product from eG
Innovations, but everyone should do their own homework.
So, stop herding cats and consider a new monitoring paradigm.
You may not find it in the usual place.

Something Wicked this way Comes
IT monitoring is often a goop mélangexiii’ of fragmented tool sets, made even worse by a
lack of effective stakeholder management. IT performance monitoring has long been
known to be a wicked problem – it is highly social in nature (monitoring ‘silos’), it has
numerous stakeholders (each with different opinions) and is inextricably interconnected
within the IT organization, technologies, and processes.
But while wicked problems are never really ‘solved’, they are worth addressing. Since
the digital user experience has become the basis of competition in the digital age, this is
particularly true for IT performance monitoring and is one reason why DevOps seeks
continuous monitoring.
If you look at DevOps from a continuous monitoring perspective, the ideal state is one
where observability is designed-in – developers and/or site reliability engineers (SRE)
make sure that appropriate telemetry is part of the application or IT service design
based on business risk tolerance and budget.
Monitoring uses this telemetry to provide rapid and specific feedback across the
application/ service lifecycle, and to assure the performance of production applications
and/or IT services.
In fact, the use of applications as proxies for digital business services contributes to the
wicked nature of the performance monitoring problem. Applications don’t run in
isolation, and in most enterprises there’s a toxic mix of legacy, cloud services and other
application architectures – sometimes across a single business service.
“Specialization allows us to handle ever-growing complexity, but the
benefits of specialization can only be fully realized if the silos that it
creates can be connected effectively.”
-

Kersten, Mik. Project to Product. IT Revolution Press. Kindle Edition

People, technology, suppliers, and other dimensions can all be different for different
segments of a digital business service.
Part of monitoring’s wickedness stems from the need for specialization to address
complexity. But the need for specialization also creates specialists. These are people –
and this is the heart of monitoring’s true wickedness.

The absence of a unified process model for higher level value streams and lowerlevel activities and tasks creates a similar problem.
Processes can be fragmented as well, requiring more work to deliver value to the
customer and an inability of the organization to adapt to changesxiv.
The USM Method solves this problem.

IT and the Shiny Object Syndrome
There are many (hundreds!) of monitoring tools, and technology continues to improve
our ability to monitor and observe complex digital ecosystems.
Just like Deming learned from Shewhart and refined quality improvement techniques,
‘root-cause analysis’ dates to 1958 with Sakichi Toyoda and the 5 Whysxv and has been
evolving (along with technology) ever since.
There will always be shiny new objects and buzzwords, but people, process and clearly
defined services will always be critical to achieving unified performance monitoring...or
unified service management.
It’s true that the more complex technology (and process) gets, the more specialization
(and more specialized monitors and frameworks) tends to emerge.
The perception that we can cobble together a portfolio of different, specialized, domainbased monitoring tools (or various frameworks) and leverage AI to make magic happen
is incredibly appealing. The resulting new buzzwords (like ‘AIOps’) attract both
technologists and executives like bees to honey.
The same is true in the process space.
I’m like many IT people I know--- fascinated by what’s right around the corner. But
tomorrow’s always a day away, and as many of us in IT have learned, a pre-occupation
with shiny new things can leave you with your pants on fire.
“A colleague recently sent me a link to a competitor's web site -- which
used a term I had not heard of before -- as a kind of tag line for the
company. I did a search on Wikipedia and lo and behold found an
article on this exact term on the web's "encyclopedia". What's more
interesting, I found a White Paper describing this 'specialized area'
which referenced Wikipedia as the source for defining what this new
area really was.

What bothered me a bit was I couldn't find anyone else who used this
specific term, which was presented as a pioneering new field (led by of
course, the people who created it). I don't really know whether we

have an emerging new field, or whether this is a toxic marketing mix
of Wikinomics and Griftopia….”
– Watch What You Read (or, Why the Skeptic Won) - ~2009
Well-defined services and organizational transparency (which has much more to do
with people than technology) are the most essential elements of unified performance
monitoring and unified service management.
Effective performance monitoring is as much (or more) about people and clearly
defined services as it is about technology. Unified Service Management faces similar
challenges, but also requires a stable, underlying process model.

DevOps
As virtualization spawned clouds, DevOps got in full swing, and it was clear we were
on a speedboat.
The culture changes that the DevOps movement seeks are driving change at every level
of the organization. As businesses seek to identify business process/service
improvements--- many driven by technology enablers --- a logical outcome was a desire
for IT to deliver value to customers faster.
The Fugle Innovation Model (Du Preez & Louw, 2008) is based on a generic innovation
process and has a ‘funnel’ on one end and a ‘bugle’ on the other. Ideas enter the funnel
on one end and are exploited on the bugle end. The business wants the ‘Ah Ha!’
moments to be accelerated to ‘Ka Ching!’ moments as quickly as possible.

Figure 12 - The Fugle Innovation Model

We can slice and dice CI/CD pipelines all day, but this is basically what accelerated
flow is all about.
What’s sometimes missed is that improvements at lower levels of processes and/or
services can also have an impact on the overall customer experience. When customers
are directly touching the process/service (i.e., moments of truth) the impacts are easy to
see.
But improvements--- particularly at lower levels of processes/services--- can and do
also happen in the ‘refinement’ stage of the innovation model.
Lessons of the past have taught us that simply automating a bad process will not lead
to success.
Relentless focus on the digital user experience will be key to success in the digital
age, and ‘connecting the dots’ between the customer, the business and technology as
the digital age accelerates is more important than ever.

Disruption, Transformational Change, and Improvement
As ThirdSky was acquired by VMware, I began work as a Transformation Consultant,
focusing on how service management was being impacted by changing operating
models. At that time, ‘disruption’ and ‘transformation’ were beginning to be big
buzzwords. As luck would have it, VMware had a shared library, and it was here that I
found some great resources about transformational change.
Having posted this on the MyServiceMonitor's blog years before, I was immediately
drawn to the people orientation of Being First’s Conscious Change Leadership
approach.
“I believe that the real road to a quality culture has more to do with
people than with process (which may make some ITIL fanatics scream
in horror), since in the absence of process it is values that carry the
day.”
- MyServiceMonitor
Having been drawn to Putnam’s warnings about social capital, and my experience with
wicked problems, I dove into the Change Leaders Roadmap and Beyond Change
Management. I learned that part of the problem was that we did not really understand
the differences between developmental, transitional, and transformational change.

Figure 13 - Types of organizational change [from the Change
Leader's Roadmap]

Understanding the basic differences between
these three types of changes and how they
require different strategies was extremely
helpful. In many cases it was clear that despite
all the chaos around us, many organizations’
management teams had not heard the ‘wakeup call’.
Or they were not willing to change
themselves.
In some ways it took me all the way back to
those Values cards years ago; everyone needed
to bring more than their Values card to the meeting.
I found myself going back to much of BeingFirst’s content more and more often.
Prior to this I had become a Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA) and a Project
Management Professional (PMP). This included a dip into the world of IT governance,
projects and programs and it began to re-enforce the nature of the improvement beast:
“During the 1980‟s as proprietary computing platforms began ceding
ground to more generic platforms, there was an initial trend to
discarding these frameworks because their proprietary basis was seen
as “not fitting” the new world. Well established and mature
approaches to management of information technology were
abandoned in pursuit of lower cost and greater flexibility.

This dismantling of controls became the breeding ground for countless
operational and project failures, fueled by a lack of comprehension of
risk and responsibility.

But, over time, the resulting vacuum has driven creation of new, more
universal frameworks, the development of which has been sponsored
by both government and independent industry bodies.”

-

Waltzing with the Elephantxvi

The more things change, the more they stay the same.
Around this time, I was lucky enough to be in an ITIL class with Terry Doerscher. I can
remember eating crabs at a place right on the bay after class, sipping margaritas, and
tossing the shells into the water. As we watched the fish frenzy and the sun set, we had
great conversation.
Later, Terry was kind enough to provide me with an advance reader’s copy of Taming
Change with Portfolio Management co-written by Terry and Pat Durbin. There’s too
much great information in this book for me to restate here, but there were a couple of
things that stuck with me at that time, and that I used with the developmental,
transitional, and transformational change types from The Change Leader’s Roadmap.
Planning Horizons and Change
The degree of planning accuracy is directly related to how far in advance we are
planning—the planning horizon. The 50-50 planning rule suggests that the practical
limits of a planning horizon is the point at which you have at least a 50-50 confidence in
the plan (see Figure 14).
The planning accuracy for developmental,
transitional, and transformational change has
interesting effects on continuous
improvement programs.

Figure 14 - Planning horizons and organizational change

What this suggests is that while we hear a lot about “IT transformation”, we should
recognize that transformational change is really unknowablexvii. So, while it won’t “just
happen” without some planning, expecting a clear end state may be unrealistic.
So, I referenced the ITIL (v3) publications included some additional guidance from
Advanced Implementation Methodology xviii and preached ‘people, process, tools’ like
everyone else.

Figure 15 - The 3 P's and organizational change

There was only one problem with this--- the order was wrong.
The order of improvement matters.
The USM Method addresses this.

Author’s note:
After a brief consulting engagement with a NY-based financial firm I
joined eG Innovations full-time and was now undeniably a fool with a
tool.
Performance Monitoring in IT Environments
Answering the question, ‘why is my application slow?’ continues to be one of the most
difficult problems for an IT organization to answer. IT has always been complex, but the
complexity of today’s digital ecosystems is incredibly so; they are heterogeneous,
distributed, and multi-vendor ecosystems.
At the same time, the pace of change continues to escalate, and digital consumers have
less and less patience for poor performance. Promises of ‘new technologies’ and
buzzwords like AIOps are being used by both consultants and vendors alike in a frantic
rush for mindshare and market share
Unified Performance Monitoring

I have been directly or indirectly associated with eG Innovations for two decades.
Having built the industry’s first truly converged application and infrastructure
performance monitoring platform, I am still a big fan of eG’s approach to performance
monitoring.
There are not many dedicated performance monitoring software companies that have
built their product from the ground up without acquisition; in fact, there are not many
that have even survived a very competitive monitoring landscape for two decades.
But while I’m a big fan of the technology, it’s the people that really make them a special
company. The eG engineers are rabid about finding performance problems, and they go
above and beyond on a routine basis to help customers.
While the monitoring space has more than its share of frustrations, and a constant
stream of new competitors, I remain a fan of eG and welcome any opportunity to talk
about how they can play a part in a journey to unified service management.
More information about Unified Performance Monitoring with eG Innovations can be
found here: https://www.eginnovations.com/

Service Definition is Job #1
I was now full-time with eG Innovations and had both feet in the tool waters. One day
we were having a ‘discovery’ call with a potential customer (System Administrator) to
discuss their performance monitoring requirements. After a brief introduction and
discussion about unified performance monitoring, we got down to identifying the
targets for monitoring.
It was at this stage where 99.9% of the time we quickly got down to defining ‘Citrix’ or
‘SAP’ or (worse) ‘network’ as the target and quickly began to count devices, servers, etc.
Of course, we had the wrong people (person) in the room.
Technicians want to talk about technology. Even when we were told they wanted an
“end-to-end” view of performance, in almost every case at best we had a segment of a
customer’s or user’s view of performance and the people (person) we were talking to
had almost no understanding of what a service really was (or didn’t care).

This became routine, not because we were not aware that we needed to talk to people
responsible for driving transformational change, but because ‘monitoring’ products
were perceived as specialized tools and purchased by specialists.
CIOs did not purchase ‘monitors’--- we were living in Conway’s worldxix and service
definition was a distant fantasy.
This consistently diluted the core eG Enterprise value proposition, which centered
around establishing an intelligent, transparent view of digital performance--- regardless
of what different domains (and specialists) comprised the end-to-end service ecosystem.
It’s not always fun being a fool with a tool.
Whether you’re attempting to establish service management or unified performance
monitoring, the ability to correctly define and/or validate clearly defined services is
an essential first step.
Only then will you be able to identify the relevant stakeholders.

Shifting Left and Evolving Best Practice: The Flow Framework
At the time I was hired full-time by eG in 2016, one of the objectives I was given was to
drive the product team’s focus in areas such as DevOps.
Initial attempts to position eG Enterprise as a ‘transformational change agent’ fell on
deaf ears, both within and outside the company. Not surprising, since we did not have
easy access to the people who this might resonate with and so we continued to target
monitoring to its traditional audience (specialists).
In addition, eG Enterprise is very much an operationally focused product. This is
something you’d expect from a monitor since monitoring is a primary responsibility of
IT operations. eG basically automates ITIL’s event management practice:
1. Detect Events
2. Make Sense of Events
3. Determine Appropriate Control Action

However, monitoring was ‘shifting left’ and so we ran a series of ‘shift-left’ webinars
and promoted our converged application and infrastructure performance monitoring
capabilities. This led us into application development, which was more interested in
establishing an observable system than actually monitoring the system from an
operational perspective.
Nowhere is the ‘nature of the improvement beast’ more evident than it is in application
development. Agile development alone has at least 40 different techniques, so it’s not
surprising that a new framework was created based on the book Project to Product by
Dr. Mik Kersten.
Now as CEO of TaskTop he is also a fool with a tool, but the Flow Framework is
interesting and is gaining in popularity. It promotes connecting business and
technology, which I had been attempting to do for years, and the concept of ‘product’ is
very much in line with ‘service’.
But as a framework (a practice), it takes a huge bite of the apple (like all frameworks), is
highly oriented towards application developers and of course is tool driven.
Who knows what framework will come along next?
The USM Method can leverage multiple frameworks (practices) such as ITIL, the
Flow Framework and any other while providing a unified process model and eight
standard workflows.

Author’s note:
I thought it interesting that the ITIL (practice) Framework did not
identify an ‘operations process’. Indeed, ‘operations’ is everywhere,
managed by everyone (and therefore really measured by no one).
I wonder if that’s why – especially in IT operations ---- we tend to have
more work than we can possibly handle.

Experience Level Agreements (XLAs)

It was roughly a decade later when I had the opportunity to become an XLA Master
thanks to the XLACollab. By this time, I was a fool with a tool neck-deep in the water
and was immersed in IT performance monitoring.
By now it was abundantly clear that the Customer Experience was calling the shots.
Perhaps today’s digital version of the Customer Expectation Management Method is
best expressed in terms of Experience Level Agreements (XLAs), which is slightly
different than CEMM’s process orientation:
The XLA enables organizations to deliver an experience that changes
and evolves over time. XLAs are dynamic. Unlike SLAs, experience
level agreements use XI’s (Experience Indicators) to measure reactions
to outcomes rather than steps in a process. By doing so, businesses are
able to understand which experience matters and make significant
improvements to their process.
-

XLACollab

Experience Indicators can be online or offline experiences, and measure customer
feelings or emotions --- what is known as ‘X-Data’ or sentiment data (see Figure 16). By
‘connecting the dots’ between the experience indicators (XLAs) and the key
performance indicators (SLAs) we can prioritize improvements based on the customer
experience.

Figure 16 - Experience Level Agreements (Source: XLA Collab)

Of course, the amount of complexity increases as we move from high-level customer
journeys and value streams to lower-level processes, activities, and tasks.

With 34 practice areas in ITIL v4 (that’s just 1 framework!) --- each combining people,
process, and technology --- it becomes increasingly complex to get (and keep) things
well-orchestrated, especially in today’s rapidly changing digital environment.

9/11 Revisited
After successfully beating a battle with skin cancer on his head (where he found insulation
from Tower 1 on his way up an elevator), two-decades later he waged a courageous 8month battle with leukemia.
My brother Jim passed away on October 16th, 2021.
Of course, if I said this had nothing to do with my future, I’d be kidding myself. But
after 5 years of attempting to combine unified performance monitoring with service
management and ITIL, I found myself getting weird again.
I was quoting HST to myself more than usual... ‘seeing giant swarms of bats' as I tried to
talk about services --- I began to see IT administrators as 'giant flesh-eating lizards' when
we talked about a transparent view of performance.
I was right in the middle of a f***ing reptile zoo, and somebody was
giving booze to these goddamn things. Won't be long now before they
tear us to shreds.
- Raoul Duke, Fear & Loathing in Las Vegas
Not statements that will endear you to senior management.
It was time for a change.

More Lessons Learned
There’s so much that has been studied about ‘process’ that it can be difficult to
challenge decades of common thought. But there are differences between ‘processes’ and
‘practices’ just as there are nuances between processes, activities, and tasks.
They are similar but not the same thing. You need to understand how people are
defining these terms, which can vary (another nature of the beast).

Practice frameworks are diverse and specific to different capabilities like service
management, development, medical, legal, etc. For this reason, it is natural to dive into
the specific activities and tasks associated with the practice. This adds complexity.
Despite the strong desire to integrate IT with the business, this is still a huge
organizational challenge. Practice frameworks need to reference a simple, stable process
model to unify service management.
While monitoring the performance of digital ecosystems involves plenty of technology,
it’s precisely this reason why clearly defined services and an understanding of people
are the most important elements of success.
Unified service management has similar challenges.
Simplifying processes is an ongoing prerequisite to simplified automation. While
service definition is job #1, you must first decide WHAT to do, then WHO to do it and
finally HOW it will be done.
•

THINKING DIFFERENTLY IS PART OF IMPROVING; THINGS ARE NOT
ALWAYS HOW THEY SEEM

•

THE REALITY HAS BEEN THAT THE VARIOUS PRACTICE FRAMEWORKS
TEND TO MAKE IT VERY EASY TO GET LOST

•

EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE MONITORING IS AS MUCH (OR MORE) ABOUT
PEOPLE AND CLEARLY DEFINED SERVICES AS IT IS ABOUT TECHNOLOGY

•

UNIFIED SERVICE MANAGEMENT REQUIRES A STABLE, UNDERLYING
PROCESS MODEL

•

LESSONS OF THE PAST HAVE TAUGHT US THAT SIMPLY AUTOMATING A
BAD PROCESS WILL NOT LEAD TO SUCCESS

•

THE ORDER OF IMPROVEMENT MATTERS

CHAPTER 3 –
In which I look for the heart of service
management
“Think, think, think.”
—Winnie the Pooh

Author’s Note:
At this point we’ve shifted from Gonzo journalism to pure
disinformation; and it’s not quite as funny to me as it was in the 70’s.
With the decline of social capital that began as early as the 1980’s I
wonder if today we are essentially bankrupt from a social capital
perspective.
Or perhaps that’s just the musings of an old(er) man.
The gradual shift from satirical web logs to what seems very close to
blatant propaganda is worrisome to most. I wonder what Hunter
Thompson would think about this today.
With the switch from Nixon to Trump (who’s supporter has a tattoo of
Nixon on his back), social movements of all kinds, a global pandemic and
Europe on the edge of war I suspect he’d go absolutely BAT-SHIT
CRAZY.
Like many, I’m in need of my happy place.
Therefore, I’ve decided to spend the rest of whatever working life I have
left dedicated to helping customers with the uphill roll that is
continuous improvement.
As you will see, The USM Method will be central to this, but there are
past lessons that remain useful as well.

A Return to the Netherlands
Since my first introduction to service management was from the Netherlands (I think
his name was ‘Roar’) --- and it was he who first introduced me to ITIL and the concept
of a ‘service’ --- it wasn’t long before I came across Jan van Bon.
While I’ve never actually met Jan in person, I have had the opportunity to speak with
him on and off over the years. He is one of those true veterans of service management,
having been deeply involved since the 1980’s, well before I was formally trained in ITIL.
He’s been on the savage journey much longer than me, and he’s not a fool with a tool.
After having been immersed in performance monitoring, I was involved with service
management from a distance --- and after 15 years on a savage journey to service
management and 5 years wrestling with system administrators and domain experts of
all kinds--- I was particularly open to some new thinking.
I encourage you to view what you’re about to read with an open mind. It really isn’t
that radical and in fact is based on decades of proven process improvement experience
by many people much smarter than I.
The continual nature of the beast.
All the material in the next section can be found on the USM Portal.
© COPYRIGHT SURVUZ Foundation, 2021.
USM is owned by a non-profit organization: the SURVUZ Foundation[i]. The content of
USM is managed by the USM Management Group, chaired by the SURVUZ
Foundation.
For more information: www.USM-portal.com

The Unified Service Management Method

The USM method is a method that provides a standardized management system with
which a service organization manages its people, its technological means, its routines,
and its servicesxx.
You can get the official publications herexxi via an on-line
repository and in paperback format.
The USM Portal Library describes the USM Method and includes
a section on Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ).
There are also free, online USM Workshops that can give you an
overview of the USM Method; 2 intensive hours of introduction
to the new thinking of USM.
Of course, as a Certified USM Coach I am also available for free consultations as the
‘second coming’ of MyServiceMonitor.
So, let’s think....

Re-Think #1: The Road to Customer Driven Service Delivery
USM describes customer driven services delivery. But before you run out and latch onto
an outside-in approach don’t forget some of the basics about maturity models:

you cannot ‘skip’ levels

Figure 17 - Maturity model based on value creation

The USM Library discusses this in depthxxii, but what I’d like to emphasize here is that
all attributes of a level must be fully or largely achieved to reach that level, and all
attributes of the preceding level must be fully achieved.
As change accelerates and new techniques and frameworks emerge, it is inevitable that
the ball rolls back down the hill occasionally.
Again, the nature of the beast.
Don’t get the impression that re-looking at processes is a ‘step back’; this should be an
ongoing activity and adopting the USM Method can establish a service management
system that will provide the foundation you need to reach --- and stay at --- higher levels
of maturity.
Attempting to achieve a customer-driven level of maturity, without the underlying
process maturity needed for operational excellence—- or without well-defined
services — is not a path to successful service management.

The Endless Pursuit of End-to-End Services
Perhaps the reason that service definition is so elusive is that a customers’ perception of
value is constantly changing. This is one reason why we need to pay attention to things
like experience indicators (XIs), successful customer outcomes (SCOs) and new
techniques like the Flow Framework.
Another reason is we’ve yet to agree on a universal definition of a service; ITIL©,
VeriSMTM and USM all have different definitions of a service. In fact, Jan van Bon found
100 definitions of a service in the ISO standards!
Another example of the nature of the beast.
It’s important to understand that the USM Method is not limited to IT services; it
applies to any service provider. The USM Customer-Provider Interaction Model
provides a standard link which can be used within and between service providers of
any kind.

Figure 18 - USM Customer-Supplier Interaction Model

This makes sense since services today are used as ‘building blocks’ and the end-to-end
service --- as seen by external customers --- is really the result of sometimes very long
and complex supply chains.
And each link in the chain is a service as represented by the USM Customer-Provider
Interaction Model (and it doesn’t have to necessarily be an IT service!).
The drive towards enterprise service management is expanding service management to
every part of the enterprise, and USM establishes a single, unified service management
system for all these services.

In a world that’s racing to Enterprise Service Management, this is critical to understand.
As we connect and outsource different services (i.e., multi-cloud) this will increase in
importance. More information about Enterprise Service Management (ESM) is in the
USM Portal Library.
What’s in a Word? - People get tired of definitions, especially when we’re (re)defining
them seemingly endlessly. But that’s also an important nature of the beast, and you
cannot get to new thinking without some examinations of exactly what words are
intended to mean.
There are two terms inside the red box named service of the USM Customer-Supplier
Interaction Model which need to be understood.
The first is the word, facility (which when I first heard the word, I thought of a
building, i.e., facilities/building management).
USM defines facility as the combination of goods and actions that is made available
to a customer in the course of service delivery.
The second is the word support, which is defined as the assistance that a customer
receives from the provider when using the facility.
This is how USM gets to its definition of a service which is: A service is a supported
facility.xxiii
What is interesting about the Customer Maturity Model based on Value Creation and
the Customer-Supplier Interaction Model is that customer-provider relationships are
sometimes at different levels of maturity.
The USM Method recognizes that your customers may not be at the same level of
maturity as you are, and as they say, ‘it takes two to tango’. So, your SLAs may differ
based on whether your customer and your service offering are positioned at a systemdriven, service-driven, or customer-driven level of maturity.
This kind of awareness can help both set customer expectations as well as establish clear
Experience Indicators and align your XLAs/SLAs. It also can help establish standard
SLA templates that provide consistency across multiple service offerings.
The USM Method provides for a universal definition of service and standard service
agreement templates that can be applied to ANY service in the enterprise.
Remember that integrating technology with the business will depend on customers -- don’t forget who’s driving the bus today.

Re-Think #2: The USM Process Model
The USM Process Model is a consistent group of end-to-end, non-redundant processes
that contain all activities for managing services and is very easy to learn.
When viewed in relation to the APQC Process Classification Framework (PCF), it sits
right in the middle (where you might expect --- process). See Figure 19.

Figure 19 - USM Process Model and the APQC PCF

The USM principles provide a stable, efficient process model (the what) which can be
the basis for standardized workflows. The separation of the underlying procedures
performed by people (the who) and the tasks/work instructions (the how) is key to the
USM Process Model.
The USM Process Model is shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20 - The USM Process Model

After years of learning 34 ITIL practice areas, it was very difficult to see how in the
world this simple, 5-process model would accommodate all the complexity of decades
of best practice. In fact, it doesn’t really replace ITIL (or any other framework) at all.
The beauty of the USM Method is its simplicity and applicability to any framework.
Since every process has similar activities at the beginning and end when starting and
completing the process; the differences in the processes are based on the customer-related
purpose of the process.

The USM Workflows
USM defines a Workflow as a logical series of consecutive activities, composed of
parts of the process model, required to handle a call from initiation to completion.
According to the logic of the non-redundant USM process model, only eight workflows
represent all service management activities of a service organization. They can be
used to record all generally accepted routines that can then be standardized (work
instructions, practices).
Reactive Workflows which start at the customer side based on four different triggers:
1) A customer submits a wish to modify the service agreement (workflow type 1)

2) A customer submits an RFC to make a change within the agreed service
agreement (workflow type 2)

3) A customer reports an incident if a service has failed. This incident can be
remedied via a change or via an action in the production environment that does
not require a change. This trigger, therefore, leads to two possible workflows
(workflow type 3 and workflow type 4)

4) A customer submits a service request for an action that falls within the agreed
service, but does not constitute a disruption or change (workflow type 5)

Proactive Workflows start internally in risk management:
1) A wish to modify a service agreement (workflow type 6)

2) A change (workflow type 7)

3) A service request (workflow type 8)

More information on the USM’s universal process model and standard workflows can
be found on the USM Portal.

Re-Think #3: Universal Applicability of the Unified Management
System
To achieve service excellence and turn that into customer excellence, an easy-to-learn,
inexpensive, and universal method of managing services should be available to all
actors in those supply chains and supply networks.
The Unified Service Management (USM) method was developed for that purpose and
establishes a universal service management system that allows service providers to
reproduce any conceivable practice.
In addition, the separation of the underlying procedures performed by people (the who)
and the tasks/work instructions (the how) we described earlier provides flexibility to
allow for any organizational structure.
This includes matrix, team topologies, squads/tribes (i.e., DevOps), outsourcing, multisourcing, or any other organizational design. In addition, it allows for separation of
duties where needed to realize any level of control required (important as we rush to
the Radical Enterprise).
The result is a unified approach to defining, managing, and improving all services in an
enterprise.
What this means is that all your routines (procedures and work instructions) are
derived from an underlying process model, using a simple set of templates. This
process architecture is the most important component of your service management
system and enables all your practices.
The White Paper, Enterprise Service Management with USM describes 20 guidelines
for an integral and integrated service management system.

As a Certified USM Coach I can provide FREE 2-hour Online Workshops which
introduces the new thinking behind USM.

The Good News
Of course, all is not lost. We’ve always been on a wild ride, and trends such as the
Radical Enterprise may promise a brighter future.
It’s takes everyone to roll that ball uphill, and in fact it always has. USM and
Conscious Change Leadership can help.
Remember that all improvement should start by looking in the mirror. That’s where
I’ve started and so should you. The nature of the improvement beast requires us to pay
it forward and think differently, and that takes all of us.
I’m excited about leveraging help from things like Conscious Change Leadership and
the Unified Service Management Method (USM).
The Unified Service Management Method has been under development for 5 years and
is already in wide use in the Netherlands and increasingly in Europe. I believe it can
help us here in the United States as well.
Take it from someone who’s been on the savage journey for a while; it’s worth a closer
look.

Epilogue
“You’re braver than you believe, stronger than you seem and
smarter than you think.”
—Christopher Robin
My hope is that you found some nuggets in here that will help you on your journey,
and that you’ll contact me if I might be able to help. There will always be new
techniques, methods, and frameworks. It is up to each of us to ‘adopt and adapt’ as
best we can and pay it forward. I wrote this over ten years ago:
I believe that the real road to a quality culture has more to do with people than with
process (which may make some ITIL fanatics scream in horror), since in the absence
of process it is values that carry the day.
I am in awe of many IT professionals -- many much smarter than I -- who are
literally killing themselves keeping the cars on the road as the business keeps its foot
firmly on the accelerator (and in some cases on IT's neck).
They have my admiration (and sympathy).
-MyServiceMonitor
I said this was partly narrative therapy for me, and as this book was published there is
much that concerns all of us. We’ve been spending our social capital for two decades,
and I’m not at all convinced that social networking is going to replenish our stock.
But I believe what Christopher Robin said – “We’re braver than we believe, stronger than
we seem, and smarter than we think.” The heart of service management --- or anything
else for that matter --- lies in who we are.
We’ve lived (so far) through a global pandemic, a rabidly turbulent political
environment, dwindling natural resources and may be on the brink of war. The
‘metaverse’ won’t save us from these realities.
I’ll miss the long conversations with my brother and know that going back to helping
customers with service management improvement is the right path for me at this
point.

The rapid acceleration of artificial intelligence is creating a very slippery slope that can
move a company from delivering outcomes to actually shaping them---and this goes
beyond managing the customer experience to managing the customer.

“It’s no longer simply about ubiquitous computing. Now the real aim is ubiquitous
intervention, action, and control. The real power is that now you can modify realtime actions in the real world. ...
This phase represents the completion of the new means of behavior modification, a
decisive and necessary evolution of the surveillance capitalist “means of production”
toward a more complex, iterative, and muscular operational system. It is a critical
achievement in the race to guaranteed outcomes.”
– The Age of Surveillance Capitalism, 2019 by Shoshana Zuboff
Service management needs to mature quickly, not just to provide more and better
services, but to get on to far more important issues. I am not at all sure about business’
quixotic quest for guaranteed outcomes.
In an age where social networking spreads disinformation, this seems like a dangerous
mix. Companies are not people. In many ways we need to get back to that Values card
approach and bring more than our values card to the meeting.
Each of us bring different perspectives and it's this diversity of thought which helps
find the truth. I think it’s this reality that keeps me helping people roll that ball uphill.
Of all the people I’ve met over a frustrating and ‘savage journey’, each has brought
unique strengths to the struggle, and most have left me with a smile. So, the heart of
service management is different for each of us, but it leads us to the same place.
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